Brainstem control of orienting movements: intrinsic coordinate systems and underlying circuitry.
A fundamental issue in the understanding of how the nervous system processes information is the way in which sensory information is used to initiate and guide movements. Recent progress has been made by taking an information processing approach in which information--for example, the spatial location of an object towards which an animal will orient--is tracked through the nervous system from sensory to motor levels. In this approach, neurally encoded information is characterized in terms of its representation within a neural or intrinsic coordinate system or set of neural coding parameters. For example, the retina codes spatial location in terms of the location of activity on the retinal surface, whereas motoneurons code spatial location in terms of the pulling directions of the muscles they activate. In between these two peripheral stages, the information passes through intermediate coordinate systems. These intermediate coordinate systems can be characterized by recording or altering the activity of small groups of neurons while an animal is performing a well-defined sensorimotor task. Spatial location information is used to guide orienting movements, those movements made by the eyes, ears, head, or body which function to center an object of interest in the animal's visual field. The optic tectum and forebrain, their connections to the medial mesencephalic and rhombencephalic brainstem tegmental cell groups, and subsequent connections to brainstem motor nuclei and spinal cord are employed to control fundamental aspects of this behavior. Studies reviewed herein indicate that following the retinotopic coding of spatial location in the retina and tectum, spatial location information appears to enter a different coordinate system at tegmental levels in which spatial aspects of orienting movement are coded in terms of their discrete horizontal and vertical components. This Cartesian coordinate system is an example of an abstract neural coordinate system, in that it is a simple, low-dimensional representation of spatial location which differs greatly from both sensory and motor representations. Also, this Cartesian representation may be common to many orienting movements, yet it appears to differ from the coordinate systems controlling other movement types such as stabilization or phasic movements. This suggests an hypothesis in which coordinate systems, especially at intermediate levels of processing, may be organized according to behavioral task as opposed to being determined by the particular sensory or motor system involved in the behavior. Understanding the evolutionary heritage and computational function of abstract neural coordinate systems, and the relation between different coordinate systems and behavioral tasks may be useful in understanding general aspects of sensory information processing and motor control.